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Abstract We demonstrate how the specifics of the semantics for mass
nouns can be integrated in a recent type-theoretical framework with rich
lexical semantics, similarly to collective plural readings. We also explore
the significance of an higher-order type system for gradable predicates
and other complex predications, as well as the relevance of a multi-sorted
approach to such phenomena. All the while, we will detail the process of
analysis from syntax to semantics and ensure that compositionality and
computability are kept. 1
Keywords: Lexical Semantics, Plural Nouns, Mass Nouns, Higher-Order
Logic, Syntax and Semantics Analysis, New Type Theories.

The distinction between massive and countable entities is similar to a classical type/token distinction — as an example of the type/token distinction, “the
bike” can refer both to a single physical bicycle (as in the sentence “the bike
is in the garage”) but also the the class of all bicycles (as in the sentence “the
bike is a common mode of transport in Amsterdam”). However, linguists such as
Brendan Gillon warn against such a generalisation (long made in the literature)
and remark that, as far as the language is concerned, mass nouns are more alike
to the collective readings of pluralised count nouns. Among the many similarities
is, for instance, the identical behaviour of plurals and mass nouns with cumulative readings: “Both the pens on the desk and the pens in storage use black ink,
so I only have black pens” and “There is red wine on display and red wine in the
back, so we only have red” are logically similar (see [5] for discussion). Several
different approaches have been proposed to account for the specific semantic
issues of mass nouns, from Godehard Link’s augmented mereological approach
in [12] to David Nicolas’ revision of plural logic in [25], all remarking upon this
similarity.
Many different formalisms, using advanced type theories for the purpose of
modelling semantics, have been recently proposed, see e. g. [1,3]. Among those,
we proposed a semantic framework based on a multi-sorted logic with higherorder types in order to account for notoriously difficult phenomena pertaining
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to lexical semantics – see [30] for a recent synthesis. We recently integrated a
semantic representation of the various readings of plurals in [15].
The aim of the present paper is twofold: to demonstrate that the semantics
for mass nouns can be integrated in our framework, and that having a multisorted logic is an advantage in tackling related issues. Our approach emphasises
the computable aspect of such a framework. We detail the analysis from syntax to
semantics (using state-of-the-art categorial grammars in the tradition of Lambek
[9]), with a sound logical framework for meaning assembly and the computation
of logical representations, while keeping compositionality as a basic principle,
as in Montague’s original semantic program [17]. As [19,33] have shown, this
process can be fully and transparently implemented.

1
1.1

On Classical Issues in New Type Theories
Compositional Lexical Semantics and New Type Theories

Type-theoretical framework for computational semantics based on “new” type
theories (that mostly stem from Martin-Löf Type Theory and a practical-oriented
understanding of the Curry-Howard Correspondence) are relatively recent additions to the formal semantics scene, beginning with Aarne Ranta’s seminal work,
[28]. They can be used to present a solution to issues of lexical semantics such as
polysemy, deriving from James Pustejovsky’s Generative Lexicon – [26]. These
formalisms have matured during the last 20 years to become a set of logically
sound compositional frameworks that can be inserted in the Montagovian chain
of analysis: see [1], [3], [13], and many others.

1.2

Our Formal and Computational Model, ΛT Y n

Our system, ΛT Y n , is based on System-F, using higher-order types with many
sorts and coercive sub-typing for modelling different phenomena. Detailed in
[2,14], it has been constantly upgraded and aggregates many different phenomena
such as deverbals ([29]) or the narrative of travel ([27,10]). See [30] for a recent,
complete, open-access synthesis.
Summarising, our system is formally based on a higher-order version of λcalculus in the tradition of Girard’s System-F (see [6]), in which types can be
abstracted and applied like standard λ-terms: for example, ΛαλP α→t .(ι P ) is a
functional term that requires both a type α and a λ-term P , a predicate of type
α → t. This example is the selection operation, used to model definite articles
such as the.
In addition, we use a functional logic with n base types in addition to propositions, T Y n , described in [24]. We will use the following conventions in the
present paper :

Semantic Type
α, β, γ, τ
t
e

Implied meaning
Type variables.
The type for propositions (or “truth values”)
The Montagovian entities
All subsequent sorts are subtypes of e.
ϕ The sort for physical objects.
H The sort for individual human beings.
P l The sort for places, locations.
Container, Animal, F ood. . . Other specific sorts are given explicitly.
gτ The sort for groups of individuals of sort τ .
mτ The sort for masses of sort τ .
g and m are constructors for groups of individuals and masses of measurable
quantities of other, pre-defined sorts. The lexicon defines for what sort τ there
exists a sort gτ and mτ ; group types typically denote countable individuals (gH
is the type for committee and team) and mass types denote measurable quantities
(mϕ is the type for water and sand, while stone is ambiguous between types ϕ
and mϕ ). Details in section 2.1.
The use of multiple sorts (including many others not used here) allows us to
correctly model complex phenomena such as co-predications, “dot”-types, qualia,
while preserving a compositional model based on well-understood Montagovian
principles. We use an analysis based on Categorial Grammars that provides the
syntactic structure of the sentence and parse the semantics according to that
structure, in a very classical way that happens to be used in the implementation
of our parser for syntax and semantics, Grail (see [19]). In the rest of this paper,
we will present the syntactic categories in the usual fashion: a/b yields an a given
a b on its right while b\a yields an a given a b on its left, we use n for nouns, np
for noun phrases, pp for prepositional phrases and s for sentences.
Our system uses the syntactic structure provided by such grammars in the
tradition of Lambek, substitute the lexically-provided semantic terms and assemble their meanings to form the meaning of the sentence using β-reduction.
The difference with the usual approaches is that using multiple sorts makes it
possible to detect many lexical phenomena in the event of a typing mismatch.
Higher-order types, together with lexical transformations – optional λ-terms that
provide fine-tuned type-shifting operations to specific lexical entries, gives us
the necessary control and flexibility to integrate lexical semantics in this process
without sacrificing computationality and compositionality.
1.3

Plural Readings in System-F

In [15], we demonstrated an implementation of Link’s classical account of plurals. To sum up, plural readings are obtained by enriching the single-sorted
Montagovian type system (e, t) with a sort for group individuals g, introducing operators that indicate the membership of an individual in a group, and
modelling sets of individuals as predicates of type e → t. We demonstrated that
lexical transformations are well-suited to express the polysemy between collective, distributive and hybrid readings.

For any group modelled as a (generic) predicate Λαλx.P (x), we can define its
cardinality by the means of an operator | |(α→t)→N , where the types of natural
numbers can be define as Church integers (as is in native System-F), or more
simply as a primitive type such as is used in Gödel System-T, Martin-Löf Type
Theory or, indeed, any reasonable computer implementation. This operator is
only defined in context, and restriction of selection and a finite domain ensure
that the statisfiability of the predicate is decidable and cardinality is finite.
Similar operators have also been implemented in functional programming in
[33].
The details of the previous paper are omitted for brevity, except a few technical points needed for the present work that are given in section 2.1.

1.4

Some Issues with Mass Nouns

Mass nouns, much like collections and group nouns, have distributive, collective
and hybrid readings: compare (examples adapted from [12]):
(1)

The foliage was uniformly red.

(2)

The foliage was of all kinds of bright colours.

(3)

The foliage was bleak and creepy.

(1) is distributive (every individual leaf is red) while (2) is collective (individual
leaves are of mostly different colors). Foliage is a mass noun that might be considered as denoting a group of entities, but human language does not associate
the same status to leaves on a tree and members of a committee: the individuation condition is clearly different.
A more clear-cut example is the following (paraphrased from textbook entries
on the water cycle):
(4)

The water gathers in the lake.

(5)

The water feeds several rivers.

(4) has a collective reading, (5) a distributive one, but the individuation conditions are even less clear that with foliage. In [12], Link proposes to distinguish
as atoms any terms that denote individual objects; atoms comprising “the water” in the above examples are thus any portion of the water that is denoted here.
In (4), the mereological sum of every portion of the water is considered (thus
aggregating any source of water that might have been previously mentioned),
and in (5), the salient “atoms” are the volumes of water being contributed to
every river.
Our operators for plurals are easily adapted for the purpose of deriving the
correct semantics in that fashion, as we will now demonstrate.

2
2.1

Our Account of Plurals and Mass Nouns with Multiple
Sorts
Including Multiple Sorts

Our system is multi-sorted, i.e. it distinguishes various sorts of entities that are
differentiated as various sub-types of e. For the sake of clarity, we did not use
that differentiation in the previous account of the semantics of plurals. However, having multiple sorts is invaluable for the semantics of mass nouns and for
complex predications.
This is a short summary of constructions introduced in [15], adapted to a
multi-sorted framework that applies to mass nouns and plural readings:
Lexical item
Example
Syntactic
λ-Term
Category
Individual Nouns
student
n
λxH .student(x)
(Abbreviated. Selection operators will yield the H (human) sort.)
The group types
For some singular sort τ .

gτ

committee
n
λxgH .committee(x)
[Committee] n/n
λy gτ xτ .member of(x, y)
member
Group nouns are associated with predicates that we can build upon to create
phrases such as everyone within the committee as well. The generic transformation specialises for any sort i.
Group nouns
Member function

The mass types
For some singular sort τ .

mτ

Water
n
λxmϕ .water(x)
Some volume n/n
λy mi λxi part of(x, y)
of [water]
Mass nouns are also associated with partitive transformations that can be
specialised to any sort i.
Mass nouns
PartOf function

Collective verbs

Met

np\s

λQH →t . (|Q| > 1)
∧ meet(Q)
– Continued on next page

–

Operators for mass and plural readings – continued from previous page
Lexical item
Example
Syntactic
λ-Term
Category
Gathered

np\s

Met#

np\s

Gathered#

np\s

# transformation

Coerced forms

ΛαλQα→t . (|Q| > 1)
∧ gather(Q)
ΛαλR(α→t)→t
λS (α→t)→t
∀P α→t .S(P ) ⇒ R(P )
λR(H →t)→t ∀S H →t .R(S) ⇒
|S| > 1 ∧ meet(S)
ΛαλR(α→t)→t ∀S α→t .R(S) ⇒
|S| > 1 ∧ meet(S)

Collective verbs such as meet or gather apply to sets, modelled as predicates, of
non-singular cardinality, including groups or massive terms. The # transformation,
available in the lexical entries for those verbs, provides the necessary machinery
to turn sets of sets into a set. The transformed (coerced) terms for those verbs can
apply to group or mass terms by the means of the Member or PartOf transformations
(designated as lexical transformations for group and mass lexical items).

Thus example (4) can be analysed as
|λxϕ .part of(x, the water)| > 1 ∧ gather(λxϕ .part of (x, the water))
This reads as: the water, as a mass, is made of several (more than one) distinguishable parts, and these parts gathered (in a lake).
Of course, the individuation conditions are different between group nouns
and mass nouns, and it is unreasonable to hope to account exhaustively for all
possible physical sub-volumes of water gathering into a lake; the part of relation
selects portions that have been introduced in the discourse or context. In the
absence of such, we argue that |λxϕ .part of(x, ymi )| > 1 always holds for any
mass noun.
Distributive and hybrid readings are obtained in the same fashion.
2.2

The Pertinence of Multi-Sorted Semantics

Having a multi-sorted semantics with sub-typing gives us an edge in taking into
account difficult lexical phenomena. First, we differentiate count and mass sorts
(τ and mτ ), assuming that the lexicon includes the pertinent transformations
from one to the other. We therefore can block infelicitous phrases such as *the
water shattered (requiring a physical, countable object) or *the bottle gathered
(requiring a mass or plural noun), and disambiguate between count and mass
readings.
Secondly, this allows us to define polysemous predicates such as
covered withme →t and specialise their meaning so that covered with rock transforms the typing of the argument to mϕ , while covered with shame produces the

type mAbstract . The latter type is common in language, though not ontologically
valid (compare drinking from the fountain of glory, a man of much presence,
etc.). We can then correctly parse co-predicative sentences such as [. . . ] covered
themselves with dust and glory (from Mark Twain – this kind of zeugmatic expressions require specific care, as discussed and detailed by [4]).
2.3

Detailed Example: Partitive Quantification and Comparisons

Simple quantifications and comparative examples with massive entities include
phrases such as some water, some water is on the table, More water is on the
table than wine is in the glass. Our full analysis is shown in the table below.
The table gives a lexicon with syntactic and semantic types and semantic
terms for a number of words in our lexicon. Some pertinent phrases have been
given types and terms as well; these have been computed automatically from the
lexical entries to give an idea of how complex expressions are derived from their
parts.
The syntactic categories have been deliberately kept simple. The given type
for the quantifier “some” is valid only for subject positions (but several solutions
exist which generalise this type) and “more ... than” is treated as a unit and
given a schematic type n ⇒ (np\s) ⇒ n ⇒ (np\s) ⇒ s, indicating it takes as
its arguments first a noun n then a verb phrase np\s then a second noun and
a second verb phrase to produce a sentence; the reader can consult [7,22] for
the technical details of how we can produce the word order “More n1 vp1 than
n2 vp2 ” and more complicated comparative constructions. For a more detailed
account of the syntactic aspects of modern categorial grammars, see [18,20,21].
For the semantic types of polymorphic terms (namely is and the, Πα denotes
a universally quantified type variable; this is implicitly included in the λ-term
by the use of the abstraction Λα.
Input text Syntactic
Semantic Type λ-Term
Category
(s/(np\s))/n (mi → t) → Λmi λP mi →t λQmi →t .∃λxm i λas i .
(mi → t) → t
(∧(∧ (P x) (Q x))(amount x a))
In addition to the usual existential quantification and conjunction of the argument
and a predication over it, we add a predicate amount associated to an existentially
quantified measure of the sort of the argument.
– Continued on next page –
Some

Complete example – continued from previous page
Input text Syntactic
Semantic Type λ-Term
Category
λQmϕ →t .∃λxmϕ λas ϕ .
(∧(∧ (Water x) (Q x))
(amount x a))
Water is of the physical sort (ϕ), associated with a massive sort mϕ and an
appropriate measure sϕ (physical mass).
Some water

s/(np\s)

(mϕ → t) → t

Table
n
(ϕ → t)
λxϕ .(table x)
Table also provide us with an optional transformation f Telic ϕ→Pl , as the use of
tables as places to present or store things is lexical.
The
np/n
Πα.(α → t) → α ΛαλP α→t .(ι P )
The salient selection operator (see our earlier work on determiners for details).
The specialises to any type α.
On
pp/np
P l → (ϕ → t)
On constructs a predicate from locations.
Is

λxPl .(λy ϕ .(located on x) y)

Π(np\s)/pp

Πα.(α → t) →
ΛαλP α→t λxα . ((is P ) x))
(α → t)
The polymorphous copula (specialised for any type α) constructs a syntactically
valid predicate.
Is on the np\s
ϕ→t
table
(As is usual in our system.)

λxϕ .(((is (located on (f Telic ϕ→Pl
(ι table)ϕ )Pl ))ϕ→t x)

Some water is s
on the table

∃λxm ϕ λas ϕ .(∧(∧ (Water x) ((is
(located on (f Telic (ι table)))
(P ack mϕ →ϕ x)))
(amount x a))

t

This is the final, intuitive reading. Note the use of the universal packager, instantiated
for physical massive entities, that was used in order to represent the (implied) container
of the water.
Another possible reading (not detailed here), not using this packager nor the telic of the
table as a storage, would simply be that some water has spilled on the table.

More. . .
than. . .

n
⇒
(np\s)
⇒
n
⇒
(np\s) ⇒ s

((mi → t) → Λmi λP mi →t λQmi →t λRmi →t
(mi → t) → λS mi →t .∃λxmi λy mi λas i λbs i .
(mi → t) → (∧(∧ (∧(P x) (Q x))
(∧(R y) (S y)))
(mi → t)) → t
(∧(∧(amount x a) (amount y b))
(> a b)))
– Continued on next page –

Complete example – continued from previous page
Input text Syntactic
Semantic Type λ-Term
Category
The comparative asserts the existence of two massive entities, with pertinent discriminating predicates, as well as the inequalities between their measures according to their sort.
(We consider common-sorted terms, so that direct comparison is possible – metalinguistic
comparison is the other option.)

Glass
n
(ϕ → t)
λxϕ .(glass x)
As is well-known in lexical semantics, glass has the telic of a container, that is
modelled by f Telic ϕ→Container and f Content Container →mϕ .
λxContainer .
(λy m ϕ .(contained in x) y)
In this case, in constructs a predicate that applies to physical masses that can be
inside a container.
Is in the glass np\s
mϕ → t
λxm ϕ .(((is (contained in
(f Telic ϕ→Container (ι glass)ϕ
)Container ))mϕ →t x)
In

pp/np

More water is s
on the table
than wine is
in the glass

P l → (mϕ → t)

t

∃λxmϕ λy mϕ λas i λbs i .(∧ (Water x)
((is (located on (f Telic (ι table))))
(P ack x))
∧(Wine y) (((is (contained in
(f Telic (ι glass)))) y) (amount x a)
(amount y b)(> a b))

Note that the universal packager has to be used for the water in order to reify its
container; not so for the wine, the glass being an explicit container.
From the syntax (not detailed here) to the final formula, the whole process is
computational and compositional.

3
3.1

Scales, Measures, and Units with Many Sorts
Defining Scales in System-F

Gradable adjectives such as tall, as studied extensively in e.g. [8], can be represented in our system. In order to model those, as well the semantics of comparatives
between quantities that can be explicit or implied by such adjectives, we need
to be able to define scales or degrees in our system. Integers can be defined, and
are already used for cardinality, by the means of Church numerals.

It is also straightforward to define floating point numbers in scientific notation23 . We thus define the type s for scales, that can be specialised for any
pertinent sort. Sorts are typically associated with measures, with useful measures including lengths, surfaces, volumes; masses or weights; and frequencies,
durations. Pairs of comparable measures can also be used to specify ranges,
used for the semantics of gradable adjectives.
Gradable adjectives are usually modelled in terms of ranges, given as a
couple of scales indicating the “typical range” of values for the adjective. Using information provided by the sort, we can provide much more detailed semantics, associating predicates such as tallϕ with optional coercions such as
λxH .(f H →ϕ x) ∧ (R x rH ); adverbial modifiers such as very modifying that
range.
Many gradable adjectives are directly linked to mass nouns and generalised
quantification in their semantics: a bit/very wet corresponds to some/a lot of
water, etc. The analysis of their semantics is similar, but inferring one from the
other is far from trivial.
3.2

Sorts, Units and Classifiers

As having different sorts is useful in order to distinguish semantically different
classes of lexical items, they also provide a means to distinguish between units,
ways of counting and accumulating quantities of items. Terms of individual or
group sorts can be counted (using natural integers), terms of massive sorts can
be measured (using scales and ranges), but the actual type of the term specifies
the means of doing such an operation: comparing volumes for liquids, mass for
generic physical massive terms. . .
Having a different unit for every sort, arranged in a hierarchy provided by
sub-typing (all liquids are physical objects and thus can be compared by mass as
well as by volume; every countable entity can be counted as “some object” but
we might distinguish the number of people, of pets and of cars in a given situation. . . ) is linguistically interesting, as it fits very well with a feature prominent
in many languages: the classifier system.
Classifiers are syntactic items common to many spoken and written Asian,
Amerindian and West African languages, as well as most variations of Sign
Languages. In other linguistic groups, some traces remain present, such as head
in the phrase “ten heads of cattle”. Classifiers are used to count individuals and
measure masses.
Our intuition, as expressed in [16], is that classifiers can provide the basis for
a system of sorts. They are clearly linguistically motivated, and correspond to
2

3

Such a number is a simple data structure comprising l, the list of digits (in base
10) of the mantissa, s, a constant indicating its sign, e, an integer representing the
exponent and r, a constant indicating the sign of the exponent. Comparison between
such floating point numbers is easy, and the common operations are definable.
This short point illustrates that scales (and operations) can be defined natively in
pure System-F; of course, we can take floating-point numbers of sufficient precision to
exist as a primitive type, as is the case in any reasonable computer implementation.

an ontological hierarchy. Even if classifiers differ between languages, being influenced by the cultural and social evolution of each language or dialect involved
(see [11,32,34] for details and discussions), the main features of the system are
shared by most variations.
Of most interest to us is the hierarchisation of classifiers. For instance, in
Japanese, some classifiers are generic, and commonly used by people not fluent in the language (denoting things, people, order, and broad “units” of any
quantity measurable with a container – Hai ); some are commonly used for specific categories of items (appliances, small objects, flat objects. . . ); and some are
very specific to an usage or trade (such as koma for panels). The fact that many
classifiers (such as the ones counting small objects) are shared between Japanese
and French Sign Language, for instance, illustrates the cognitive pertinence of
using classifiers to define a system of linguistically different sorts.
Having a different way of counting items or measuring quantities is also
needed to solve quantificational puzzles such as posed by Nicholas Asher in [1].
Building a complete system of sorts and units based on common aspects of the
various classifier systems requires more resources than we have currently at our
disposal, however.
3.3

Comparison Classes

The ranges used for gradable adjectives do not tell the whole story, as the study
of comparison classes show. There are many views on what comparison classes
expressed in phrases such as tall for a seven-years-old girl imply for the semantics
of gradable adjectives: while Christopher Kennedy says that the semantics are
not changed but that comparison classes modify the set of individuals that can
be referred to at the discursive or pragmatic level [8], Stéphanie Solt argues that
they give a specific range [31]. We believe that such phrases convey intrinsic
(and not just use-specific) information, that might be modelled as predicates
modifying the range pertinent to the sort of the argument.

4

Complex Cases

4.1

Mass-Count Alternations

For many mass nouns, there is a usage as a singular entity – compare ten wild
salmons and some raw salmon. We, in agreement with most of the literature,
have used the grinding transformation for such sentences. This operation (usually named the universal grinder ) can take place on terms that have already
undergone other grinding transformations, as the following example illustrates:
(6)

The salmon we caught was lightning fast. It is delicious, and we preserved
some of it. Wild salmon caught from this river could quickly become a
source of income.

This shows that, given a suitable discourse structure, types Animal, F ood, mFood
and mAnimal can coexist in referents with related senses.

4.2

Comparisons between Different Units

The difficulties of comparing between different predicates, such as in the comparisons in (7) and (9), has been oft remarked upon. While there have been some
discussions of their characteristics and possible semantics such as [23], their integration within a Montagovian framework remains forthcoming. Considering:
(7)

The table is longer than it is wide.

(8)

The thread is bigger than the table.

(9)

He his more dumb than ill-intended.

Our solution would compare different ranges together. The differentiation between
sorts appears especially relevant on such examples. Comparing between two
lengths in (7) is straightforward. Comparing between a length and a surface
in (8) is much more difficult; if the sentence is felicitous, it seems to force the
use of comparable units and reads as “The thread is longer than it is wide”. On
the other hand, comparing between different abstract and subjective values in
(9) implies a strong intensional component. (9) has been called a metalinguistic
comparison, as it constitutes a comparison in appearance only, instead establishing a relation between two different social judgements; it is hard to argue that
the “degree of dumbness” is higher than the “degree of ill-intention” (or, indeed,
to automatically assign any kind of numerical value to such measures).

Conclusion
We demonstrated a straightforward implementation of the semantics of mass
nouns in our higher-order computational framework, which is based on Link’s
classical linguistic analysis, but does not commit to a specific ontological view,
and can be adapted to other linguistic formulations of the phenomena, such as
David Nicolas.
We continue expanding the coverage of our framework, in order to prove that
complex issues of lexical semantics need not be resolved in isolation.
Indeed, having a multi-sorted approach makes the analysis of other complex
phenomena easier.
At the present time, our implementation of the syntax-semantics analyser
Grail includes an syntactical analysis using variations of Categorial Grammars,
and an analysis of the semantics of sentences that is done in λ − DRT rather
than λ-calculus, with wide coverage grammars (in French) statistically acquired
from corpora. We have formulated the semantics of plurals and mass nouns in
a fashion similar to the process used in Grail, but in order to complete their
implementation, a single step is yet missing: the construction of a wide-coverage
system of sorts that can form the base types of a full-fledged semantic lexicon.
We are keen to provide such a lexicon, inspired by the classifier system, and are
excited to see many researcher moving towards that goal.
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